
 

 

 
 

Pre-emptive Opening Bids 
A pre-emptive opening is a obstructive opening bid that is not strong enough to 
opening at the 1-level (failing the Rule of 20).  It is designed to make it hard for the 

opposition to enter the auction. Once you open you will rarely bid again – it will 

be up to partner to choose the final contract 
 

➢ 2-level openings (except 2) show 6-10 and a good 6-card suit  

➢ 3-level openings show 6-10 and a good 7-card suit  

➢ 4-level openings show 6-10 and a good 8-card suit 

Examples: 
 KJ107543  2  J2  AQJ87432  4 

 AJ3  AQ8762  A73  43  J62 

 K8  962  J98542  74  54 

 7  K72  KJ4  9  KQJ8763 

Open 1 Open 2 Pass (poor suit) Open 4 Open 3 

Responses 

Bidding to the level of the fit (0-15 HCP) 

This well proven tactic is used when responder has a weak or intermediate strength hand 
(0-14) with support for partner’ suit. For example, after partner’s opening weak 2, if responder 
has three card support there is a 9 card fit so responder bids to make 9 tricks by raising to the 
3-level, regardless of responder’s point count. Responder would make the same bid with 11 
points or with 2 points.  

Bidding game (16+ HCP) 

Game is usually possible with 16 HCP and an 8 card fit. With a 9 or 10 card fit the required 
point count can be a point or two lower.  

If here is no fit then responder should normally pass. Exceptionally responder can bid their 
own good 6+ card suit, offering a choice of contract.  This is forcing for one round. Opener 
must bid again.  

Examples  

Partner opens 2: 

 

 KJ105  Q87  K2  AQ874  KQJ987 

 AJ3  8762  A732  73  2 

 K854  96542  AK54  KQJ2  K4 

 72  2  KQ4  K8  AKJ8 

     3   4   4 Pass 3 

       Level of fit             Level of fit                                                  
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Partner opens 3: 

 

 2  -  J52   

 AJ3  KQJ987  4   

 KQ854  AKQ2  K865   

 AJ32  Q73  Q9852   

     Pass 4   4    
                                                                          Level of fit                        
 

 Defence against the Opponent’s opening Preempt 
 
If the opponents open a pre-empt bid against you, add a point or two to your hand 
and bid what you would normally bid as if they’d opened at the 1-level (including 
making a takeout double). If bidding a suit, your overcall must be good – with 2+ 
honours and opening strength (12+). A 3 level overcall should have a decent 6+ card 
suit. A 2NT overcall shows 16 (or a good 15) HCP and stoppers. A 3NT overcall 
shows 19+ HCP and stoppers.  
 

Your right hand opponent opens 2: 

 

 Q876  KQ987  Q52   

 3  8  KQ9   

 KQ854  A742  A3   

 AQ3  Q73  KQJ85   

     Double    2   2NT    
                      

Your right hand opponent opens 3: 

 

 Q876  KQ9872  A52   

 KQ854  8  KQ9   

 5  KJ4  A3   

 AQ3  732  KQJ82   

     Double    3   3NT    
 

 
Other Considerations 

Position: In first and second seat (partner  has not had an opportunity to bid yet) you must be 
disciplined with your preempts – good suit, shape and strength, so that if your partner has a 
marginal game going hand she can confidently judge whether to bid or pass.                         
Do not preempt in the pass out seat (after three passes). You have no opponent to disrupt.  

Vulnerability: when vulnerable be mindful of the minus score you will incur if you go off by two 
tricks (-200 undoubled or -500 doubled). 

When not vulnerable and in third seat (partner has passed) you can take more risks with your 
preempts. The player on your left has a strong hand and will want to bid, so you should strain 
to make life difficult. Partner will pass or extend the preempt by bidding to the level of the fit.  

Side suit 4 card major: In first or second seat do not preempt with a good 4 card major side 
suit. You may preempt a strong partner who has a fit for your major.  


